
Math 317

Notes on second and third homework

1.1.11: This can be proved by induction. The base case n = 1 is obvious: ab = ab. If the
relation holds for n, we prove it for n + 1 as follows:

(ab)n+1 = (ab)n(ab) = (anbn)(ab) = an(bna)b = an(abn)b = an+1bn+1.

1.1.21: This problem asks: out of the 16 matrices in M2×2(Z2), how many of them are
invertible?

1.2.27: The main step in this problem is to show that H is closed under multiplication.
That is, we must show that D(a, b, c)D(x, y, z) is in H. In fact, a simple computation shows
it equals D(a + x, b + y + az, c + z). We also need to show H is closed under inverse.

1.3.19: Suppose G is a group with no nontrivial proper subgroups. For any nonidentity
element g ∈ G, the group 〈g〉 is a nontrivial subgroup of G, hence must equal G. That
means G = 〈g〉 is cyclic. The order of G must be finite and prime, because we know that
cyclic groups of infinite or composite order have subgroups.

1.4.21: Any permutation in S6 can be written as a product of disjoint cycles. The order
of a six-cycle like (123456) is 6, as is the order an element like (12)(345), the product of a
two-cycle and a three-cycle. By examining the other possibilities, it is not hard to see that
no element can have greater order. (In S7, the maximum order is 12, for the product of a
three cycle and a four-cycle like (123)(4567).)

2.1.8: This subgroup H in Sn is isomorphic to Sn−1; its index is n!/(n − 1)! = n.

2.1.13: Note that the cosets of H are equivalence classes. Thus in general aH = bH if and
only if a ∈ bH. This problem is the special case b = e.

2.1.20: If |G| = p2 and H ≤ G, then |H| divides |G|, so |H| must be 1 or p or p2. This
means that a nontrivial proper subgroup H must have order p. We already know that any
group H of prime order p must be cyclic.


